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Subject: Procedure for awarding the scientific degree "Doctor of Science" to Assoc.
Prof. Krasimir Krastev from the University of Shumen "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski" with
the presentation of a dissertation entitled "Thaler coins in the Bulgarian lands in the 76th - I7r1
century" based on an Order RD-l6-140 of 17.09.2021 of the Rector of the University of
Shumen in accordance with Art. 38, Art.39, para. I and 2 of the Law on the development of
the academic staff in Republic of Bulgaria, Regulations of the University of Shumen and
Protocol l'le 01-01 from 13.09.2021 of the Department of History and Archeology, Faculty of
Humanities.

The presented dissertation is another generalizing research of Assoc. Prof, Krasimir
Krastev, examining in great detail little or completely unknown processes and phenomena in
the field of money, coinage, money circulation and manifestation of the functions of money in
the Bulgarian lands during the Ottoman rule in the period 16Lh - 77th century. There are many
written sources about the economic life of the Ottoman Empire, such as Arabic, Latin or other
languages, which served as the basis for only a few specialized monographs by Bulgarian
authors, but in them very poorly or incomectly interpreted extremely numerous unexplored or
partially studied collective and single finds, mainly of silver coins. These include both
Turkish akches and gold sultanis, as well as Western European coins, which are still very little
known not only to the general public but also to historians, archaeologists, ethnographers or
economists. This is due to the recent lack in Bulgaria of specialists in this field of late
medieval and early modern coinage in Western Europe, whose gold and especially silver
coins accounted for alarge share of all real payments in the Ottoman state. In Bulgarian
municipal and regional museums or in other cultural institutions there are tens of thousands of
such silver coins, which are directly used by our ancestors both for payments for daily needs
and tax obligations, and in the form ofjewelry. Many of them still stand as a deposit in the
dusty museum funds without them being sought as valuable sources and evidence of turbulent
processes, and they have always been and continue to be so, in the field of metal circulation in
the Bulgarian lands before 300 - 400 years.

Just as now in developed market economies information on major monetary currencies
(dollar, euro, pound, franc or yuan) and the troy ounce is vital, so in Western Europe and
Turkey, the value of one or another gold and silver coin has been tracked with special
attention. This applied mainly to coins of high value, with an acquired international authority,
ensuring economic stability and corresponding security in large commercial or government
payments. Thus, the economic interests of the emerging new social relations in a number of
European independent cities (now in Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Poland,
Lithuania), inhabited by free citizens, led to a coresponding demand for cash collateral with
full metallic money. Thus, in contrast to the pressure of the ubiquitous golden ducats and
florins of the city-states of Venice and Florence on international markets and state relations, in
some Tyrolean cities in the period 1470 - 1490, especially in the valley of St. Joachim,



already began to be minted by machine heavy, full-fledged silver coins of 27 - 28 grams,
denomination quickly spread and accepted in all European countries and cities, of course
without England. The new heavy coins, called thalers, after the valley of St. Joachim, were
practically equally accepted for use and payment in the Ottoman state. In the organization of
the state budget and in terms of the payment of numerous taxes and fees, the Ottoman
f,rnancial authorities practiced relatively free money circulation of Turkish and foreign silver
coins, which also formed a significant part of the money circulation. Most of the foreign silver
coins are Western European thalers, as evidenced by the numerous collective and single finds
with such coins from today's Bulgaria in public and private coin collections. The inclusion of
silver thaler coins in the economic life not only of Western Europe, but also of their colonies
in North and South America, India, china and other countries and has so far left its strong,
lasting imprint at the state level since the US dollar is currently a transcription through the
Dutch "daalder" of the German name "thaler".

The analysis of 155 collective finds containing several tens of thousands of "thaler"
coins, compared with Ottoman and European sources provide avery good opportunity to
reveal new, unknown facts from the history of money in our lands in the 16,i I7'n cenfury,
the manifestation of their functions both in the lands of the padishah and in Western Europe.
Assoc. Prof. Krastev choose a detailed vertical structure with the great desire not to miss a
single important fact about the appearance of the authoritative silver thaler, the reasons for its
establishment as an international currency, its use by both the official financial authorities and
the ordinary Bulgarian population. The structure comprises seven chapters: preface; sources
and historiography; prerequisites for the appearance of the thaler; .-rrg.n.. and spread of
the thaler until the end of the i7'h century; thaler divisions; prerequisites and reasons for the
entry of the thaler in the Bulgarian lands in the 16'h - l7'h centuries; thaler coins in the
Bulgarian lands under Ottoman rule in the 16* - l7'h centuries; value and purchasing power of
thaler coins in the Bulgarian lands; treasures with thaler coins from todayb Bulgaria from the
l6th - l7"r centuries; applications - statistical tables (27), maps with the exact location of the
coin finds by their origin and denomination; diagrams; dictionary of the unofficial names of
the coins circulating in the Bulgarian lands in the 16'h - l7'h centuries, abbreviations, literature
and conclusion, of total volume of 518 p.

The chronological framework (beginning of the 16'h - end of the l7'h century) of the
study was chosen according to the period when the silver thaler developed its value essence
on the widest scale and became an international monetary standard not only for Europe, the
Ottoman Empire but also in the new colonies in East Asia, North and Soutir America.

In the first and second chapters Assoc. Prof. Krastev argues the emergence and demand
for a common international monetary standard in Westem Euiope, due to pohticat changes in
the emergence of many cities with free urban population, producing and seeking to sell iheir
goods not only within local markets, but also in international markets, despite the existing
monarchies, the constant military strife and the advancing Ottoman troops to Central Europe.
Assoc. Prof. Krastev for the first time in our numismatic and financial historiography
examines in detail the processes regarding the exchange between gold and silver, wiitr the
existing complex value variability of silver and gold coins of diffeient European countries and
cities that issued coins until the beginning. The search for an international monetary
equivalent was influenced both by the obstacles created by the Ottomans and by thl discovery
of new silver mines in southern Germany, Bohemia, Saxony, and from the middle of the l6,h
century in Mexico and other parts of South America. By using, in particular, large payments
of silver coins of equal high value, Western merchants sought to abolish the established
monopoly of the then authoritative gold ducat of Venice, weighing 3.55 g and gold content of
99911000, which was an unspoken main currency in the Ottoman state for a peiiod of nearly
400 years, despite the abundance of minted gold Turkish coins.



A comparative review of the almost synchronous appearance of the 29-grams silver
thaler was made, first in Tyrol, Westem Bohemia, and then in the Holy RomJn Empire, which
included much of today's German lands and cities in Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, England,
Scotland, Portugal.

With exceptional detail and contribution character, again for the first time on the
Bulgarian side, Assoc. Prof. Krastev presents with a corresponding comment, the most
intensive, filled with complex variation silver thalers, issued in the provinces and cities of
today's Netherlands and part of Belgium. Particular attention is paid to the most popular thaler
with the nickname "lion-thaler", which is found in large quantities in today's Bulgaria.

He pays tribute to Assoc. Prof. Krastev in this study for his perseveiun"e and desire for
great details about the found silver thaler coins and their subdivisi,ons in collective finds or as
single specimens from the Bulgarian lands. A total of 57 countries, duchies, margraves,
counties, provinces, provincial unions, cities, city unions from Spain and portugal to present-
day Poland and Bohemia,Italy, Dubrovnik and the German landi are represented.

An attempt to compare the data from the written data with the available numismatic
findings can be indicated as contributing. New, interesting data arcpresented for the ratio of
the Ottoman silver akche, which always from the end of the 14'h to the beginning of the l7'h
century, there was a constant high content of silver, but with a gradual weight devaluation
from 1.0 g to 0.20 - 0.30 g. As examples are given data on the price of sorie agricultural
foods, domestic animals, food products.

The application of the collective finds with thaler coins from Bulgaria is very valuable,
which is the most complete and is currently relevant. The inventory with appropriate author's
commentary for each find is an important written source for historianr, ur.G.ologists,
ethnographers, financiers and others. The research is accompanied by topographic maps, on
which the thaler coins found in Bulgaria are separately presented in quantitati"" terms, with
respective localization and different origin. The study is accompanied by a catalog of images
of the main types of thalers; list of the used written sources, as well as of specialized
Bulgarian and foreign literature.

Along with the mentioned number of contributing elements of the considered work, I
would like to make some suggestions. The author, without fear of shorlening the content, can
simplify the structure without lavish details about the individual countries, clties or estates
issuing thaler coins. This applies in particular to Chapters Three and Five, as the numerous
silver coins by name and denomination can be taken out as an application as a numismatic
dictionary of terms. This will not affect the contributing elemenis of the monograph. The
author may, at his discretion, include in the reasons forthe intensive silver thaler coinage and
the creation of international trading companies such as the one registered in the Netherlands
in the beginning of the 16'h century East-India Company and its influence on the trade
monetary monopoly from East China, India and the coasts of Africa to the countries of
Western Europe and the Ottoman Empire.

Such interesting and practically applicable scientific research requires an extensive
summary, especially in a foreign language, in order to reach the valuable results of the foreign
audience and the scientific collegium.

This dissertation is the third in a row in the research of Assoc. Prof. Krastev as the first
two also have an important contribution to the still poorly studied financial history of the
Bulgarian lands in the Ottoman Empire in the 16'h - i8'h century. After 2015 Assoc. prof.
Krastev presented, according to the requirements of National information and documentation
center, nine scientific articles and one study.

In conclusion, having in mind the previous scientific activity and the prominent
contributing elements in the dissertation on Bulgarian frnancial history and ethnography for a
period that is still very poorly studied, give me a reason to vote "For" awardine Assoc. prof.
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